Mr. P ond on the parallax of the fixed . 159 year 1812, was supposed to be well adapted to this species of investigation, and, I confess, I expected to find the effects of parallax in Dr. Brinkley's stars, and perhaps in some others, almost as decidedly as the effects of aberration and nutation. I soon however found ( what indeed if I had suf ficiently reflected on the subject, I ought to have foreseen)? that this instrument (at least in the manner in which I em ploy it) is not so exactly adapted to the purpose as might at first be supposed. My principal object was to obtain the mean places of a certain number of stars, with the greatest precision that the nature of the instrument admitted. I there fore availed myself of the principles of its construction, to give every possible variety to my observations, by bringing a new system of divisions to bear upon those stars. The effect of parallax was necessarily involved in these changes; and, though I certainly did expect that under all these disad vantages a parallax so considerable as that assumed by Dr. Brinkley, would have become very apparent, yet, upon not finding it, I did not think it by any means fair to infer its non-existence, more particularly as the discordances I really did meet with, were very universally in favour of parallax. Finding, therefore, that I could not elucidate this question in a perfectly satisfactory manner without dedicating the cir cle entirely to this investigation, I rather directed my atten tion to contrive some other instruments which might be employed exclusively to this object.
At the last visitation, I proposed that two or more tele scopes should be fixed to stone piers, and directed to the par ticular stars whose parallax was suspected; that each telescope should be furnished with a micrometer, by which the star M r ,Pond on the parallax of the fixed stars.
could be compared with others passing through the same field. This suggestion was approved of by the visitors, and, till a proper building can be contrived and erected, I have fixed two ten feet telescopes, one on the circle pier directed to « Aquilee, and one on the quadrant pier directed to « Cygni, and with these temporary instruments I am about to com mence a series of observations.
The advantages I presume those instruments to possess are, length of radius; great steadiness, and simplicity of con struction ; and being used only for a few select observations, these few are more likely to be made with extreme care.
Although, for the reasons above stated, I was unable to devote the mural circle entirely to the investigation of parallax, yet during the summer of 1813, and the following winter, I was induced to continue the telescope in the same position, with the view of examining any changes that might occur indicative of parallax, or any other irregularity. During this period, the three principal stars observed by Dr. Brinkley (aLyrae, u Aquilag, a Cygni) arrive at their maximum and minimum of parallax; as far, therefore, as the observations of one single year can be supposed to have any weight, these seem, I think, to be as good as ever may reasonably be expected to be made with the same instrument.
The object of the present communication is to submit the result of these observations to the Society; and whatever remarks I may be induced to make on the discordances be tween Dr. Brinkley's observations and my own, I hope, will be considered rather in the light of suggestions, aris ing from circumstances obviously presenting themselves to our notice, than as arguments to decide a question, which I anxiously wish to keep open for future experiment and investigation.
The question of parallax in a theoretical point of view, is scarcely of any importance, it is in fact one of mere curiosity. The motion of the earth has long since ceased to be a sub ject of controversy, and could a difference of opinion still be supposed to exist, the advocates for the Copernican system would derive but slender support from the discussion of such small variations, as form the subject of this Paper. But with reference to the state of practical astronomy the case is very different; in the future history of this branch of the science, that period of time will always acquire a certain degree of celebrity, in which astronomical instruments shall have been brought to such a degree of perfection, as to exhibit distinctly the effects of parallax in the fixed stars, and to distinguish these from the variety of complicated oscillations to which, from other causes, they are perpetually subject: and, as far as relates to the natural history of the sidereal system (if I may so express myself), it is surely a subject of rational curiosity to ascertain whether the distance of the nearest fixed star can be numerically expressed from satisfactory data, or if it be really so immeasureably great, as to exceed all human powers either to conceive or determine.
As I have already observed, the object of this communica tion is not to decide this question, but to state the result of the Greenwich observations.
The first star I shall consider, is a Lyras; this star having been diligently observed from the first erecting of the instru ment with a view to this particular investigation.
In the annexed Tables will be seen the observations selected Y at those times when the parallax is at a maximum. To the observations themselves is subjoined the process of compu ting the correction to be applied for deducing the true polar distance. This correction, which is of the nature of an Index error, is usually found by comparing the observed places of all the stars, during the same period, with their computed places deduced from a standard catalogue derived from the instrument itself. If all the stars were used indiscriminately for this purpose, the method would be liable to an objection stated by Dr. Brinkley, for if of the stars from which this correction is deduced, several were themselves subject to considerable parallax, the effect of this parallax would be involved in the correction, and, if they were selected near to the star whose parallax was sought, the effect of this would be to conceal the parallax, by showing only the difference of parallax in stead of the whole. To obviate entirely this objection, I reject those stars supposed by Dr. Brinkley to have parallax, and likewise < y Draconis, whose parallax arrives at its maxi mum nearly at the same period with that of ot Lyras, « Aquilas* and a Cygni. I employ chiefly those stars whose parallax must be neutral, and those opposite in right ascension, which method has rather a tendency to exaggerate the effect of parallax by exhibiting to a certain degree the sum of the parallaxes of different stars. The difference of these two methods, however, as may be seen in the annexed Tables, does not amount to one tenth part of a second. The abovementioned objection, therefore, though theoretically just, cannot be made to explain the discordance which exists between Dr. Brinkley's observations and mine. On the Observations of the year 1812. The observations of the year 1812, are liable to all the objections which I have already stated, yet so very small is the effect of change in the position of the telescope, that I should be inclined myself to prefer a mean taken from the two years observations, than to that deduced from the obser vations of 1813 above. The early observations in the sum mer of 1812, are probably not very good, the instrument being then in a very unfinished state, a Lyras was diligently observed during the whole of the summer ; there are but few observations of a Aquilae, and none of a Cygni; but the winter observations of these stars are very good. The mean result of two years observations will stand as follows : Difference o ,4 3 3 From the above observations then, it appears that in the three stars supposed by Dr. Brinkley to have the greatest parallax, viz. c t Lyrae, « Cygni, and ct Aquilce, we find dis cordances between the summer and winter observations of nearly half a second ; now, though these quantities are so much smaller than those found by Dr. Brinkley, they appear to me to be equally independent of any accidental error of observation, and it is not improbable but they may originate from some similar cause. But, I confess, I doubt much if this cause be parallax, and for the following reasons.
I do not find these discordances sensibly increased by direct comparison with an opposite star as Capella; now the maxi mum of parallax is nearly as great in Capella, as in ct Aquilae, at least in the proportion of 4 to 5 ; it is very unlikely then, the parallax of the one star should be above 5", and the other an insensible quantity. It may be remarked, that both Dr. Brinkley and myself, find nearly the same discordance in all these stars, though the deduced parallax necessarily comes out very different. This is very unlikely to happen from parallax. Moreover, these stars all pass the meridian about the time of the winter solstice at their maximum of parallax, and, in proportion as stars do not possess this property, both Dr. Brinkley and myself find either a much smaller discor dance, or none at all.
It is rather, therefore, to this peculiar circumstance that we should look for some explanation of the difficulties.
In addition to this I should add, that I find 7 Draconis involved in this discordance, Lyrse and 7 Draconis have been observed together for five successive years. Above three hundred observations of each star have been made in opposition, and as many in conjunction, and I find the diffe rence of parallax from the mean of all these observations to be about 0,25", which quantity by the French refraction would be 'reduced one-half, or to an insensible quantity. Now it is quite improbable, that two stars of such different brightness should have so exactly the same parallax.
These arguments, however, though they seem to me to arise naturally from the data before us, are nevertheless by no means absolutely conclusive, and 1 am well aware, how much easier it is to suggest doubts, than to propose satisfac tory explanations. I shall, therefore, conclude this Paper, by expressing my hopes that, before a very long period shall elapse, the instruments lately erected may afford something more satisfactory and decisive. 
